Dear participants of the Rome workshop,

My apologies for being so late in sending out the final report of our workshop on “Shared Responsibility and Cooperative Security”. As always, too many other urgent tasks and commitments did not allow me to concentrate on the paper. But finally, here is it for you. You can find it under the “Findings” tab on the LibGuide:


Actually, these are not really “findings”, because we never agreed on any. So I thought the best way to work around this is to take our discussions as a basis for a text which pretty much represents my way of making sense of what we did – and as I see it 3 months later. I would be very happy to receive your comments, suggestions, ideas about it.

(You will receive an email from our library but also from Libapps with instructions how to create an account to use the discussion board on LibGuide. You do not need an account to read the paper.)

I also would like to ask you: when reading this text, what topics come to your mind we might discuss in detail in our next workshop? What aspects of “partnerships” could we discuss in detail? Who else should we get into our discussion?

We are also working on a French version of the paper which we will send to you as soon as possible.

All the very best and may 2018 be a successful year for you: for you personally, professionally and for your country.

Best regards,

Petra Weyland